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Abstract 

Special framework for Evolutionary Modelling is presented. It is oriented on 

experimental investigations of schemes and properties of genetic algorithms. With the 

help of this framework Evolutionary Approach to Conceptual Graphs Clustering is 

investigated. Some experimental results of clustering scientific papers abstracts are 

presented. 

1 Introduction 

 

The problem of extracting natural language semantics is very complex and could not be 

solved by implementing a single approach. In the field of Text Mining solution of this 

problem is proposed by constructing semantic models of a text and applying these models to 

detect special patterns such as clusters, associations, deviations and similarities in text 

collections. The patterns mentioned, being abstract mathematical objects or numerical values, 

do not solve initial problem of extracting language semantics and often need to be 

semantically interpreted.   

In this paper Evolutionary Modelling [2] as a possible way of such semantic interpretation 

is presented. It is based on the paradigm of Evolutionary Computation [24] which in turn 

engenders the area of Genetic Algorithms [14], a powerful and domain independent search 

and optimization technique. As domain independent tool genetic algorithms have been used to 

solve various Text Mining problems: information and documents retrieval [1], [12], text 

segmentation [15], extracting key phrases from text [23], etc. Having a semantic text model 

and a Text Mining problem, Evolutionary Modelling is the way to find the best solution of a 

problem by evolving parameters of a model. The mechanism of evolution of a model is 

specified by appropriate genetic algorithm. Genetic algorithm produces populations of various 

solutions. Analyzing the evolution of such populations one can construct possible semantic 

interpretations of them.  

The method which is proposed here is mainly experimental and is supported by special   

framework for evolutionary modelling. This framework is a part of EVOLIB digital library 

research project [3]. Among user functions of EVOLIB there is the function of fact extraction 

from abstracts of scientific papers [3]. To realize this function we use Conceptual Graphs as 

semantic models of abstract sentences. Then Evolutionary Modelling is applied to conceptual 

graphs clustering. Various similarity measures are investigated with the help of the 

framework. As result abstracts of declarative and narrative types were detected in the library.   

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains quite general description of the 

principle of Evolutionary Computation to show its fundamental nature. Some peculiarities of 

application of Evolutionary computation in Text Mining are also presented. In section 3 



evolutionary approach is applied to conceptual graphs clustering problem. Section 4 is 

devoted to the Framework for Evolutionary Modelling as a part of EVOLIB digital library 

research project. Illustrative examples of conceptual graphs clustering are shown in this 

section. Finally, conclusion and further work plan constitute the section 5. 

2 Evolutionary Computations in Text Mining 

Consider the principle of Evolutionary Computation in general to outline some its features 

feasible to possible implementations in Text Mining. 

2.1. Principle of Evolutionary Computation 

Let X is a set of solutions of a Text Mining problem. Every solution x ∈ X can be 

characterized by a quality measure named as fitness function or fitness. Actually very often 

this measure is not a function in mathematical sense because x may be not a numerical value, 

being for example configuration of clusters. So in general instead of denoting y = f (x) we 

have to use a mapping f : X → Y where Y⊆⊆⊆⊆ R
+
 is the subset of a set of positive real numbers. 

Nevertheless, following the tradition we will use ” f ( )” notation and call it as fitness function. 

Let solutions of a Text Mining problem depend on a set of parameters P of a model which 

is used in a problem. Most of Text Mining problems which have been solved by using genetic 

algorithms can be formulated as the following optimization problem: it is required to find 

optimal values of parameters p
*
which deliver maximum fitness value y

*
∈ Y, so the following 

is true: 

  

                                                   p
*
 = argmax f (x),                                                     (1) 

                                                             p
*
 ∈ P 

 

Evolutionary approach to solving this problem consists in the following. 

2.1. Building encoding scheme. Encoding scheme is the mapping φ: P → S where set S 

contains objects which encode parameters from P. Most of genetic algorithms use binary 

encoding and every value of p ∈ P is represented as binary string. Then these strings are 

randomly manipulated by genetic algorithm and all variety of existing manipulation methods 

(genetic operators) [11] can be treated as permutations of strings. Thereupon one can conclude 

that genetic algorithms only constitute a sort of random search methods. Actually encoding is 

very important and represents the essence of evolutionary approach. There is an atomic 

principle of encoding which claims that encoding scheme has to be such that it generates 

minimal elements which influence on the values of elements of Y. As in biology, heredity 

theory claims that gene (strictly gene combinations) is the minimal element which really 

determines individual characteristics, as here, in Evolutionary computation, atomic encoding 

principle plays the same role. Therefore genetic algorithms were justly named as genetic. 

Encoding scheme is not necessarily binary (as it is not binary in Nature): every string position 

contains a symbol (gene) from encoding alphabet, and there are variants of alphabets applied 

in encoding schemata [1], [4], [7], [23]. But necessarily there exists an inverse mapping φ
-1

: S 

→ P, so for every s ∈ S there exists p ∈ P.  

2.2. Evolutionary algorithm. For given encoding scheme the following algorithm solves 

the problem (1).  

A. Randomly generate an initial set (population) S0 of objects from S. 

B. Start evolution of the populations by applying a set of operators A to population 

S0  and further iteratively so that for every Sk+1= A (Sk) exists at least one 

 

f [φ
-1

(sk+1)] ≥ f [φ
-1

(sk)],                                                 (2) 



 

where sk∈ Sk and sk+1∈ Sk+1. 

C. Stop evolution of populations when p
*
 is found in a population. 

If the set of operators A consists of genetic operators of selection, mutation and recombination 

(crossover) then evolutionary algorithm is named as genetic algorithm.  

Selection works so that condition (2) is supported by the following “biological” principle: 

good parents produce good offspring (that is not true in Nature). So the higher fitness 

chromosomes have more opportunity to be selected than the lower ones and good solution is 

always alive in the next generation.  

Crossover is the genetic operator that mixes two chromosomes together to form a new 

offspring. It does mixing by replacing fragments of chromosome’s code divided in certain one 

or several randomly selected points.  

Mutation involves modification of the gene values by randomly selecting new value from 

the alphabet at random point in the strings of genes.  

Being realized, the algorithm (A. – C.) provides fast and quite exact solution of the 

problem (1).  

Quite exact means that genetic algorithm stops in a neighbourhood of global extreme of 

fitness function f [11].  The size of a neighbourhood around extreme depends on the fitness 

function and parameters of genetic operators. When genetic algorithm works too fast it may 

stop at local extreme. This feature is traditionally considered as the lack of the algorithm but it 

may be useful for Text Mining since local extreme of quality measure may be semantically 

“better” than global extreme. In our experiments we have observed just that situation [4]. 

Operating speed of genetic algorithms could not be high because they have to manage not 

one but a whole set of possible solutions and evaluate fitness function N times on every step 

of evolution, where N is the size of population. Nevertheless, they are fast as compared to 

other algorithms for solving the problem (1) due to the following properties of genetic 

algorithms: 

- their feature of implicit parallelism [11] provides a quasi parallel way of computations, 

and by using properly constructed genetic operators genetic algorithms have an ability to 

span simultaneously a large subsets of search space;   

- a population of chromosomes evolves successfully to an extreme because specific 

“good” gene combinations known as building blocks [11] appear and breed other, “better” 

gene combinations which form final solution. 

The last property of appearing building blocks during evolution is the reason for applying 

strings as working objects in evolutionary algorithms because building blocks act on strings. It 

is also needed to control building blocks in evolutionary algorithms and this is realized in our 

framework.  

2.2. Applications in Text Mining  

Genetic algorithms have been applied to solve many problems in Information Retrieval and 

Text Mining. Following the review in [1] we briefly outline distinctive directions of their 

implementations and comment them to illustrate properties of evolutionary algorithm 

described in previous subsection. 

Documents Indexing and Retrieval [1], [8]. The main problem in this area is to adapt 

documents descriptions in the library with the requirements of queries. That adaptation allows 

constructing special models (indexes) of stored documents which facilitate search for 

documents being relevant to the query. Encoding scheme here represents documents indexes 

as chromosomes with binary and non binary alphabets. Using those indexes it is easy to 

construct fitness function which is based on calculating the similarity between the current 

document and each of the queries. According to our model of evolutionary algorithm from 



previous subsection here X is a set of documents, encoding scheme is the mapping ψ: X → S 

and fitness function is calculated as f (s, q), where s is a chromosome and q is a query. For 

some practical reasons mutations are not allowed on chromosomes. So the evolutionary 

algorithms in this area are realized as not classical genetic algorithms.  

Learning of Matching Functions and Queries. [9], [20]. Another model of stored 

documents which is used in Text Mining applications is vector space model. The content of 

library documents is described by n terms which constitute n-dimensional vector space. Each 

document is a point in this space which coordinates are weights of corresponding terms 

occurred in the document. A query is also treated in the same way as a vector constructed 

from the terms and weights distinguished from user request. Document retrieval is based on 

the measurement of the similarity between the query and the documents. Here the learning 

also means adapting objects - matching functions and queries – to provide for certain fitness 

function to have an extreme. Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to different matching 

functions - from traditional form of linear combination of existing similarity functions to tree 

form. In the last case Genetic Programming, the branch of Evolutionary computation where 

evolution is performed by operations on graphs, is applied. In Genetic Programming encoding 

scheme is graph and application of genetic operators on that scheme has some peculiarities. 

Here mutations are not allowed or restricted by specificity of applied alphabet, crossover on 

graphs is realized as exchange between two graphs by their sub graphs and selection needs the 

measure of quality (semantics) of graphs. 

Clustering of Documents and Terms [7], [12], [19], [21]. In spite of the fact that 

clustering problem is well investigated and many clustering algorithms have been proposed, 

its new solutions are still appearing, also with using evolutionary approach. There are two 

crucial parameters of clustering problem: a measure of similarity of clustering objects and 

number of clusters – is it given or not before clustering. In Text Mining, clusters of documents 

have to be additionally interpreted, including semantic interpretation. Evolutionary algorithms 

have advantage over traditional clustering methods when:  

- measure of similarity of clustering objects is not traditional (Euclidian norm),  

- number of clusters  is not given and  

- number of clusters  is great. 

All these conditions present in Text Mining problems. For example semantic measure of 

texts similarity is not traditional, number of clusters is not known in many Text Mining 

problems and number of clusters is great when they for long texts. 

Irrespectively of the nature of Text Mining problem in all three marked above applications 

areas the mapping f : X → Y could not be represented as simple analytical function. It is often 

represented as multimodal function which has finite breaks [4]. Evolutionary and genetic 

algorithms are good just for optimization problems with multimodal fitness functions which 

have finite breaks [11]. That fact is the main motivation for application of evolutionary 

approach in Text Mining. 

3. Evolutionary Approach to Conceptual Graphs Clustering 

 

Consider Conceptual Graphs Clustering problem as an example of application Evolutionary 

Approach in Text Mining. The formulation of clustering problem actual for Text Mining  is 

known  for a long time [16]: for a given set of objects and their associate descriptions it is 

needed to find clustering that groups these objects into concepts, then find an intentional 

definition for each concept, and a hierarchical organization for these concepts. That 

intentional definition may be realized as semantic interpretation of clusters. For Conceptual 

Graphs [22], the clustering problem urgency depends on how measure of similarity and 

number of clusters are specified in the problem.  



In all known approaches to conceptual clustering [5], [17], [19] classical clustering 

algorithms of k – means and hierarchical clustering have been applied.   

3.1. Measures of similarity of conceptual graphs 

The Dice coefficients known as standard similarity measure for text documents serve as a 

base for creating specific measures in concrete problems. This is done in [18] for comparison 

of conceptual graphs and in [19] for conceptual graphs clustering problem. We also used Dice 

coefficients and their modifications. 

For the two given graphs 1G  and 2G  the similarity measure depends on two values – 

conceptual similarity cs  and relative similarity rs . 

1 2

2 ( )

( ) ( )
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c
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s

n G n G
=

+
                                                                            (3) 

 

where 21 GGGc ∩= , )(Gn  is the number of concepts – conceptual nodes of graph G . 
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where )( cGm  is the number of relations – relative nodes of conceptual graph cG , )(Gm
cG  is the  

number of relations – relative nodes of conceptual graph G ,   at least one of which belongs to 

graph cG . 

The measures (3), (4) are imperfect. Using these similarities we can get graphs that have 

many common concepts and relations but different meanings. This property of standard 

similarity measures is well known. We get incorrect similarity value due to the presence of 

identical words in sentences. These words don't carry useful information but affect the 

calculated similarity value. These words (called clichés, stock phrases and set expressions) 

exist in all languages. It is necessary to use some kind of filtering to remove this “noise”. 

If some lexical restrictions are introduced– for example only texts of scientific articles are 

analyzed – it has become possible to create a set of concepts of general usage in the given 

research area. For example they are “article”, “this”, “document”, “observe”, “describe”, etc. 

These concepts can be safely excluded when analyzing similarity between conceptual graphs.  

Taking into account in general usage concepts the value )(Gn  in (3) is assumed to be the 

number of concepts that are not in general usage: 
 

iaaaGn +++= ...)( 21 , 1,...,i N= , }1|0{∈ia , 

where N is the number of all concepts in graph G, ia  (general validity factor) possesses the 

value 0 or 1 subject to whether i-th concept is in general usage or not. 

When calculating similarity between conceptual graphs it is also necessary to take into 

account sizes of the graphs compared. It is also possible to modify the formula for similarity 

(3), (4) in order to take into account the sizes of the graphs:  
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and k is a scaling factor. 

In order to calculate relative similarity between conceptual graphs using (4), one has to 

take into account the number of relations. Taking the relations into account, the value of 

)(Gm
cG

 in formula (4) is calculated as follows: 

 

ibothG bbbmGm
c

++++= ...)( 21 , 
bothmmi −= ,...,1 , }1,0{∈ib , 

 

where m is the number of all the relations of graph G, 
bothm  is the number of relations of graph 

G both nodes of which belong to graph 
cG , 

ib  (relevance factor) possesses values in the range 

of 0 and 1 subject to relation type. 

Both measures – conceptual and relative similarity – were applied in clustering experiments 

separately. 

Semantic measure. The measure proposed in [25] is appropriate  and well grounded  

model of semantic measure of similarity between conceptual graphs. The similarity between 

two concepts is obtained by the distance between them. The distance between two concepts is 

calculated by their respective positions in the concept hierarchy. This hierarchy can be 

obtained from WordNet system. In the framework for evolutionary modelling we use 

WordNet as the source of ontology segments needed to find a closest common parent for two 

concepts.  

3.2. Encoding scheme 

Every solution of clustering problem is represented as a string of length n called a 

chromosome. There exist several ways to represent clustering problem solution in the 

encoding scheme [7]. Figure 1 illustrates variants of encoding schemes. All of them use long 

chromosomes which length is equal to the number of objects to be clustered.  

The drawback of encodings (a) – (e) on the Figure 1 is that it is necessary to specify a 

number of clusters which is usually unknown a priori.  

We propose modified encoding in which ai denotes ordinal number of an object that 

belongs to the same cluster as i-th object. As a result, the number of clusters depends on the 

distribution of such links between objects. If object A points to object B and the latter points to 

object C, it means that they are all in the same cluster. This encoding doesn’t bind the objects 

to some particular cluster – it just contains information about links between the objects. Due 

to that kind of “chain” relations between objects it is enough to add a link between any object 

from one set and any object from another set in order to join these sets.  

This encoding is atomic for clustering problem. 



 
Figure 1: Variants of encoding schemes for conceptual graphs clustering. 

 

Another important advantage of the proposed encoding is that it provides quite fast work of 

the algorithm even on long chromosomes due to quasi parallelization of calculations: several 

genes in the chromosome may point to the same cluster simultaneously, so clusters are formed 

in a quasi parallel way.  

4. The EVOLIB Framework 

The EVOLIB is a digital library research project [3] that includes a subsystem of 

Evolutionary computation as a solver. The structure of EVOLIB system is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The general structure of EVOLIB system. 

 



The EVOLIB contains the library of scientific papers as a content of Data subsystem. 

There are over 2500 items in the library. Every paper has an abstract which is an object of 

processing by the system instead of paper’s text. This is based on assumption that an abstract 

is short and clear essence of a paper. Abstracts form input data for Models subsystem where 

conceptual graphs have been created.  

The problem of building conceptual graphs is solved by using existing approaches [6], 

[10], [13]: we apply Semantic Roles Labelling as the main instrument for building relations 

and also WordNet system for English texts. Since there are many Russian papers in the library 

some special decisions were made concerning the Russian language. The XML database for 

storing conceptual graphs and corresponding DBMS are parts of the system.  

The Problems subsystem realizes the software for conceptual graphs clustering.  

The GenAlgs subsystem is devoted to exploration of genetic algorithms by varying their 

schemes and parameters of genetic operators. The visualization subsystem plays an important 

role in the experiments. 

 The EVOLIB system is created as an open framework. That means that new models, new 

problems and new genetic algorithms can be added to the system without changing its kernel 

architecture.  

4.1. Evolutionary Modelling  in Conceptual Graphs Clustering 

Evolutionary modelling is appropriate instrument for learning abstracts semantics. This is 

general problem which may be separated on some specific tasks including conceptual graphs 

clustering.   

As it is mentioned above Evolutionary approach is preferable tool for clustering when the 

number of clustering objects is great and similarity measure is not usual. The first condition 

leads to possibly great number of clusters which have to be interpreted for further 

implementations. The second condition, i.e. measures based on Dice coefficients and semantic 

measure cause the fitness function to be multimodal. There are several variants of clustering 

for multimodal fitness function [7] because genetic algorithm may quickly find local extreme 

and then stop. Modelling framework allows adjusting parameters of genetic operators – 

mutation probability, number of crossover points and type of selection - to control genetic 

algorithm convergence.  

The next important tool of modeling in EVOLIB is visualization. It is applied to show two 

types of structures of clusters: clustering dendrograms and maps of clusters and their 

parameters. The last tool of visualization is actual when semantic measure is applied. 

Visualization also helps to find out what kind of extreme is achieved when genetic algorithm 

stops. This is achieved by finding and showing building block elements in chromosomes. 

Consider some illustrative examples of applying evolutionary modelling in conceptual 

graphs clustering. 

Clustering helps to investigate structures of papers abstracts. It is observed that there are 

two types of abstracts – abstracts of declarative and narrative types. As a rule, declarative 

abstracts are short and contain weakly connected sentences. Oppositely, narrative abstracts are 

quite long and contain sequences of closely connected sentences. Declarative abstracts are 

common and may contain new facts as new terms and definitions. Narrative abstracts are not 

usual and may contain new ideas narrated in the abstract. To detect narrative abstracts we 

tested all three measures of similarity of conceptual graphs. Relative similarity was found as 

the most appropriate for such detection.  

Figure 3 illustrates the most meaningful such result. This is result of clustering two abstracts. 

One of them is long containing 11 sentences (numbered from 0 to 10). Another abstract 

consists of a single sentence number 11. In Figure 3 one can see “narrativeness” of the first 

abstract that is expressed as “nesting of senses” on the clusters structure. At the same time 

graph number 11 constitutes its own cluster. 



 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Example of clustering with the help of the relative similarity measure.  
 

Figure 4 illustrates clustering the same two abstracts when semantic measure is applied. It 

is shown the list of hyperonims (common parents) for concepts in the cluster.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Example of the map of clusters and their parameters. Notation 7(8-1) means that 

on the 7 th step of clustering the cluster contains first sentence from 8 th abstract. 

 

This is the cluster for the single sentence in second abstract numbered as 7(8-1). The 

sentence is about ontology so “metaphysics” has appeared as hyperonim for “ontology”. 



During experiments of optimization the whole evolution of chromosome populations is 

stored. This information is further used to reveal building blocks (see Section 2). Building 

block elements are visualized with the help of genotype density plot which is shown in Figure 

5. This allows relating good solutions observed during the process of evolution to properties 

of the system under optimization. 

Genotype density plot is a function ALP →× , where A is an alphabet, P is a set of 

population species and L is a set of positions in a chromosome. The function possesses values 

from a set of alphabet values which are currently shown in gray on the application plots. In 

Figure 6 the number of tints is not enough to map to all 11 alphabet values. Building block 

elements are shown as chamfered rectangles.  These blocks appear several times in a 

population.  They are further used to “breed” parts of final population chromosomes 

concurrently.  

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 5: Genotype density plot. Chromosome elements (genes) are arranged 

horizontally; different chromosomes in a population are arranged vertically. 

 

Final population genotype density plot is shown in Figure 5 (b). One can see that the 

population genotype has been unified. That means that a stopping criterion has been satisfied 

in global extreme.  

Checking the genotype to be unified is carried out not only visually but also with the help 

of the framework software. 

 

 



5. Conclusion and Further Work 

 

Summarizing the material above, we resolve that Evolutionary Modelling is a perspective 

experimental method for solving problems in Text Mining which can be treated as 

optimization problems. It can be also applied as a tool for semantic interpretations of 

modeling results. 

At the same time the framework for Evolutionary Modelling considered in this paper needs  

further development. That development is planned in following directions: 

- applying corpora technologies in Data subsystem; 

- including Genetic Programming as a tool for working with graph models; 

- developing online versions of EVOLIB subsystems. 

We hope that this Evolutionary Modelling framework will be valuable for evolution of the 

area of Text Mining. 
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